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Feng Ming was so worried that he went crazy! He punched Luo Feng to the ground! 

 

“Are you crazy? You’re killing your fellow disciples! It’s a capital offense! Hurry up and think of a way to 

save them!” 

 

Luo Feng was starting to regret it. He was too blinded by wanting to vent his anger. If someone really 

died, he would not be able to live. 

 

“I-I’ll go find Manager Ge immediately!” Luo Feng scrambled to find manager Ge, who was one of the 

three Beast Tamers. 

 

Feng Ming’s eyes were red from anxiety—he wanted to jump down and save her. Even though it would 

be useless if he went, he was the one who brought his junior there, he could not just watch her get into 

trouble, especially since this was Little Ancestor Yun! 

 

However, he did not expect that Luo Feng would have closed the opening before he left! Feng Ming was 

furious. He cursed and wanted to tear Luo Feng into pieces! 

 

However, being anxious was useless and he could only look down helplessly. 

 

The five Mighty Elephants saw Yun Chujiu and Su Yun, and their eyes gleamed fiercely. None of the 

beasts were willing to become humans’ spiritual pets. After being kept in captivity for so long, they 

hated humans to the bone! Now that two people had fallen in, how could they let them go! 

 

Little Black stood on Yun Chujiu’s shoulder and cried out, “Master, it seems that we can only expose 

ourselves. Otherwise, we’ll have to give up our little lives.” 

 



“Wait a little longer! If we have no other choice, we will attack again!” Yun Chujiu pulled Su Yun behind 

her and waved at the young elephant. 

 

Although it was a cub, it was actually the size of an ordinary horse. The cub was just curious. When it 

saw the young human in front of it waving at it, it ran over. 

 

A few adult elephants felt that Yun Chujiu and Su Yun were too weak, so they did not stop it and let the 

cub play with them. 

 

Yun Chujiu took out a handful of candy from her storage ring and threw it to the baby elephant. 

 

It smelled it in confusion, licked it with its tongue, and then ate it! After eating it, it shook its long trunk, 

obviously finding it very delicious. 

 

The baby elephant barked at Yun Chujiu a few times, obviously wanting to eat more. 

 

Yun Chujiu took out a handful of candies from her bosom and threw it to the baby elephant. The baby 

elephant used its long trunk to roll up the candies and fed it to the five adults beside it. 

 

Yun Chujiu thought to herself, ‘Who knew this baby elephant would be so filial!’ 

 

Little Black was about to cry! 

 

‘The situation is so dire. Why are you still thinking about these things?!’ 

 

‘You don’t have many candies in your storage ring, let’s see what you’ll do when you’re done feeding 

them!’ 

 



Sure enough, when the cub saw that the candies on the ground were gone, it roared at Yun Chujiu with 

dissatisfaction. 

 

Yun Chujiu had no choice but to throw out another handful of candies. 

 

After doing that a few times, the candies in Yun Chujiu’s storage ring were gone. 

 

There were still some buns and things like that in her storage ring, but if she took them out, it would 

expose her storage ring. Yun Chujiu, this money grubber, naturally could not bear to part with them. Just 

as she was about to clash head on, su Yun said weakly, “Little Sister Jiu. I-I still have some candy here.” 

 

Yun Chujiu took the candy that Su Yun handed over, and held on for a while longer. In the end, she even 

threw out the dry food in Su Yun’s storage bag, yet Luo Feng still had not returned! 

 

Feng Ming gritted his teeth. ‘Did this guy go on a business trip?!’ 

 

“Little Sister Jiu, you hold on for a while longer! I’ll go find Manager Zhu and Manager Zhou!” Feng Ming 

rode his blade and hurriedly went to find the other two beast tamers. 

 

The Mighty Elephant cub roared a few times. Seeing that Yun Chujiu did not throw anything over, it was 

instantly enraged. It ran toward Yun Chujiu and swung its long nose toward her. 

 


